How would you like to spend an hour in a dentist's chair without a twinge
of pain-or learn more by not paying attention to your teacher? Hypnosis can
do such things-and more .
Since ancient Greek and Egyptian times some persons have apparently
had the power to put others into a trance and suggest thoughts, feelings, or
actions to them. Only in recent years, however, have scientists recognized the
value of hypnosis in medicine, law, and even learning.
What makes hypnosis work? No one knows . A hypnotist puts a willing
person (called the subject) into a trance-a kind of pre-sleep condition-by
removing all distractions and, in a calm, monotonous voice, asking the subject
to concentrate on a particular object. "Your arms and legs will become heavy,"
the hypnotist drones . "Your eyelids will begin to droop." In the trance, the subject's ordinary sensations, such as pain, are apparently blocked from reaching
the brain.
In medicine, hypnosis has had remarkable results . Under hypnosis, some
sufferers from hemophilia (uncontrolled bleeding) can slow their flow of blood,
and cardiac patients caaLslow their heartbeats . Warts can be made to disappear.
Victims of severe pain not only can be relieved of it but can be taught to hypnotize themselves whenever the pain recurs .
Even police, lawyers, and teachers are turning to hypnosis . In a 1970s
California kidnapping of a bus full of children, the bus driver, when hypnotized,
remembered the kidnappers' license number. Under hypnosis an attack victim
in New York recalled the face of her assailant. And in Bulgaria, students are
learning foreign languages fifty times faster than normal-by being told to
relax and listen to soothing music instead of to the teacher's voice!
Hypnotism does not always work, and some people have been hurt by its
misuse . But who knows? Someday pain may be an unknown word and you may
"sleep" your way through college .

1.

Since ancient times some persons have the power to put others into(A) debt
(C) action

2.

(B) a crate
(D) a trance

Any willing person put into this pre-sleep condition is called a(A) subject
(C) sleeper

(B) victim
(D) boulder

3.

While performing this work the hypnotist uses a(B) chant
(A) loud voice
(D) pitch pipe
(C) monotonous drone

4.

In a trance the subject's ordinary sensations are(B) blocked from the brain
(A) acute
(D) inclined to tingle
(C) recorded

5.

According to the story, cardiac patients can slow their(B) flow of blood
(A) mental activities
(D) heartbeats
(C) pain

6.

Under hypnosis warts can be made to(A) rattle
(C) disappear

(B) multiply
(D) scatter

7.

The kidnapping of the school children occurred in the-

8.

The bus driver under hypnosis recalled-

(A) 1970s
(C) 1950s

(A) their address
(C) the bus mileage
9.
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(B) 1980s
(D) 1960s

(B) the kidnappers' faces
(D) the license number

Under hypnosis Bulgarian students are learning(A) home economics
(C) sky-diving

(B) foreign languages
(D) music

Someday students may be graduated from college by(B) "eating"
(A) "studying"
(D) "sleeping"
(C) "dancing"

Often called the world's most popular toy, the yo-yo has been a favorite
of American children and adults for nearly one hundred years . The yo-yo is a
lot older than one hundred, though, and, what is more, it was not originally a
toy.
Thousands of years ago natives of the Philippine Islands were using yoyos as weapons . Those first yo-yos were rocks with grooves in them. A length
of vine or animal tendon was tied around the groove . The user held onto the
vine when flinging the stone at a target . If the thrower missed, the rock was
hauled in for another try . That capability gave the weapon its name. Yo-yo, you
see, comes from an old Filipino word that means "to return ." To this day the
yo-yo is a favorite toy of Filipino children.
No one knows how the yo-yo spread from the Philippines halfway around
the world to ancient Greece, but it did . Works of art that are more than two
thousand years old picture Greek youngsters playing with yo-yos .
' A few hundred years later the yo-yo became the rage of Europe and
England as a toy for adults . In fact, King George IV of England became a real
fan .
French nobles of the time gave the yo-yo new names . Some called the toy
incroyable, meaning "incredible." To other nobles the yo-yo was known as
L'Emigrette, a nickname meaning "one that must get out of town." That may
seem an odd name for a toy, but in this case it was not . In 1799, during the
Reign of Terror, which followed the French Revolution, many nobles fled
France fearing for their lives. Along with their other possessions, they took
their yo-yos!
The yo-yo came to the United States in the 1800s, but it was years before
it caught on in a serious way. The man responsible for making the yo-yo a
favorite among Americans was Donald F. Duncan .
Duncan's yo-yo string had a loop in it, a detail Duncan learned from a
young Filipino yo-yo maker named Pedro Flores . The loop allowed the yo-yo,
when spun, to stay down, or "sleep," rather than "climb" immediately back up
the string to the user's hand. Now yo-yo fans could invent and perform all
kinds of intricate tricks with the spinning toy.
Duncan opened his yo-yo factory in 1930, and it soon grew to be the
largest in the world. Since then more than 500 million yo-yos have been sold in
the United States! His earliest wooden yo-yos are now eagerly sought by collectors, who readily pay hundreds of dollars for these twenty-five-cent yo-yos!
Today you can still buy a simple wooden yo-yo. You can also buy yo-yos
that glow in the dark or give off musical sounds . You can buy yo-yos with jewels and those made of silver and gold. You can even buy a yo-yo you can eat if
you ever get tired of spinning it!

1.

Yo-yos were first used in-

2.

The first yo-yos were made from-

3.

The word yo-yo means-

4.

The yo-yo has been a favorite of Americans-

5.

The person who made the yo-yo a favorite with Americans was(B) Donald F. Duncan
(A) King George IV
(D) a French nobleman
(C) Pedro Flores

(A) the United States
(C) ancient Greece

(A) wood
(C) plastic

(A) to get out of town
(C) to return

(A) for 2,000 years
(C) since the French Revolution

(B) the Philippine Islands
(D) France

(B) steel
(D) rocks

(B) spinning toy
(D) incredible

(B) since 1799
(D) for nearly 100 years

The yo-yo spread from the Philippine Islands to ancient Greece(A) in some unknown way
(C) by French nobles

7.

(B) by sailors
(D) in works of art

When yo-yos became the rage in Europe, they were used by(A) American visitors
(C) children

(B) Greeks
(D) adults

8.

The Reign of Terror occurred in-

9.

The person who first added a loop to the yo-yo string was-
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(A) ancient Greece
(C) England

(A) King George IV
(C) Pedro Flores

(B) France
(D) the United States

(B) Donald F. Duncan
(D) not known

In the United States today wooden yo-yos(A) do not exist
(C) can be eaten

(B) are no longer popular
(D) can still be bought

"Old woman," grumbled the burly white man who had just heard
Sojourner Truth speak, "do you think your talk about slavery does any good? I
don't care any more for your talk than I do for the bite of a flea."
The tall, imposing black woman turned her piercing eyes on him .
"Perhaps not," she answered, "but I'll keep you scratching."
This little incident of the 1840s sums up all that Sojourner Truth was :
utterly dedicated to spreading her message, afraid of no one, forceful and witty
in speech .
Yet forty years earlier, who could have suspected that a spindly slave girl
growing up in a damp cellar in upstate New York would become one of the
most remarkable women in American history? Her name then was Isabella
(many slaves had no last names), and by the time she was fourteen she had seen
both parents die of cold and hunger. She herself had been sold several times . By
1827, when New York freed its slaves, she had married and borne five children.
The first hint of Isabella's fighting spirit came soon afterwards, when her
youngest son was illegally seized and sold. She marched to the courthouse and
badgered officials until her son was returned to her.
In 1843, inspired by religion, she changed her name to Sojourner (meaning "one who stays briefly") Truth, and, with only pennies in her purse, set out
to preach against slavery. From New England to Minnesota she trekked, gain
ing a reputation for her plain but powerful and moving- words . Incredibly,
despite being black and female (only white males were expected to be public
speakers), she drew thousands to town halls, tents, and churches to hear her
powerful, deep-voiced pleas on equality for blacks-and for women. Often she
had to face threatening hoodlums. Once she stood before armed bullies and
sang a hymn to them. Awed by her courage and her commanding presence, they
sheepishly retreated.
During the Civil War she cared for homeless ex-slaves in Washington.
President Lincoln invited her to the White House to bestow praise on her. Later,
she petitioned Congress to help former slaves get land in the West. Even in her
old age, she forced the city of Washington to integrate its trolley cars so that
black and white could ride together.
Shortly before her death at eighty-six, she was asked what kept her going.
"I think of the great things," Sojourner Truth replied .

1.

The imposing black woman promised to keep the white man(B) crying
(A) searching
(D) scratching
(C) hollering

2.

This incident occurred in the(A) 1760s
(C) 1840s

3.

Sojourner Truth was raised in a damp cellar in(A) New York
(C) New Jersey

4.

(B) 1900s
(D) 1920s

(B) Georgia
(D) Idaho

Isabella lost both parents by the time she was(A) twenty-seven
(C) seven

(B) two
(D) fourteen

5.

When New York freed its slaves, Isabella had(B) no children
(A) problems
(D) an education
(C) five children

6.

Her change in name was inspired by-

7.

She traveled from New Wand to-

8.

She preached against-

(A) a fighting spirit
(C) her freedom

(A) Canada
(C) Minnesota

(A) smoking
(C) alcohol
9.

She forced the city of Washington to(A) clean its trolleys
(C) give land grants

Sojourner Truth died at(A) 48
(C) 63

(B) religion
(D) officials

(B) California
(D) Alaska

(B) slavery
(D) hoodlums

(B) integrate its trolleys
(D) care for ex-slaves

(B) 72
(D) 86

What has large ears and a mind of its own, is strong and sure-footed, and
can go for long periods without water? The answer is a burro-that very small
donkey often called "the poor person's horse ."

The burro played a significant role in the history of the American West,
for it was this animal that carried the supplies needed by the miners and by the
mining towns that sprang up in inaccessible mountainous areas .

Many westerners today still remember the importance of this animal .
Appropriately, when western towns have a celebration, a common feature of
the day is a burro race .
For the race, each burro is equipped with prospectors' gear and a pack
saddle , of a specified weight . At the start of the race, the burros are tied to a
fence some distance ahead of the owners .,At a signal, the owners run to their
animals, untie them, and start on the course .
The course usually begins on the main street of town but quickly takes the
contestants up rough mountain paths . The burros may be coaxed, pushed, or
pulled, but never ridden .
One well-known competition, the Annual International Burro Race, takes
place in Leadville, Colorado, each August . The course there takes the contestants up into the Mosquito Range of mountains, with the men running a dis
tance of twenty-one miles, the women slightly less . Sometimes contestants start
out dressed in summer garb, only to run into snow up in Mosquito Pass . The
course forms roughly a square, bringing burro and owner back to a lower point
on the main street, to run uphill to the finish line .
The finish can be unpredictable . A stubborn animal can suddenly balk as
it comes back to the waiting and often noisy crowd. What appears to be an easy
victory has often turned into a defeat at the last minute . The eventual victor
receives a cash prize . However, many a winner is in a state of collapse, too
weak to reach the judges' stand for the prize, after using every last bit of
strength to push a stubborn burro across the finish line!

l.

Another name for the burro is the-

2.

In the West, supplies were carried by the burro to-

(A) rich person's horse
(C) poor person's horse

(A) bankers
(C) the sheriff
3.

4.

The pack saddles are of specific-

5.

In this contest, the burro must never be-

(A) height
(C) width

(A) coaxed
(C) ridden

(B) burro race
(D) dog race

(B) shape
(D) weight

(B) pushed
(D) pulled

An Annual International Burro Race is held in(A) August
(C) July

7.

(B) outlaws
(D) miners

A common event in a western town celebration is a(A) buffalo race
(C) horse race

6.

(B) fool's horse
(D) poor person's camel

(B) June
(D) September

The race is located in(A) Canada
(C) Wyoming

8.

Male contestants run a distance of-

9.

The formation of the course is-roughly a-

(A) 41 miles
(C) 21 feet

(A) circle
(C) triangle
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The winner of the contest receives(A) a car
(C) a horse

(B) Texas
(D) Colorado

(B) 21 miles
(D) 100 miles

(B) rectangle
(D) square

(B) cash
(D) a home

A gray-haired woman walks carefully across a windswept field. She holds
a Y-shaped tree branch in front of her, one fork of the Y in each hand and the
free end pointing straight ahead. Suddenly she stops . Something seems to be
pulling'the free end of the branch downward so that it points toward the earth.
"This is it!" shouts the woman, and beckons to the driver of a well-digging
machine waiting at the roadside . Soon, excavating thirty feet down, the welldigger strikes water.
How can this woman know where there is water underground? She is a
dowser-one who believes that a forked stick or similar instrument will move
by itself when the person holding it is standing above underground water, oil,
or certain metal ores.
Is dowsing possible? Though many scoff at it as mere superstition, it has
been practiced around the world for centuries, with an impressive record of
success . In Europe it is most common in England. German tin miners brought
dowsing to Cornwall, England, almost four hundred years ago, and some
Cornish miners still dowse today.
Eyewitness reports seem to support the dowsers' claims . Recently in
Plymouth, England, repair workers were able to locate the entire length of a
winding underground gas main by dowsing, using a "branch" made of copper
wires . A British army major, C.A. Po510n, who was named official water diviner (dowser) in India, located water at 128 of 130 sites by dowsing. Later, back
in England, he water-dowsed for years with over ninety percent accuracy.
Dowsers found much of the water that irrigates the once-arid California farmlands. An Australian woman, Evelyn Penrose, has been able to divine many
valuable oil deposits.
Some scientists claim that dowsing is just a matter of luck or of the dowser's knowledge of geology (dowsers may recognize land features that usually
occur over water or ore deposits) . Other experts feel that diviners possess
extrasensory perception (ESP). Still others say that dowsers, like some animals,
are unusually sensitive to certain radiations from the earth.
Who are right-the dowsers or their critics? Why not find out for yourself? Get a forked tree branch and start walking .

1.

In moving across the field the woman walks(B) briskly
(A) aimlessly
(D) nervously
(C) carefully

2.

The tree branch she holds is shaped like a-

3.

After excavating thirty feet of earth, the machine strikes-

4.

People who use this kind of branch are known as(B) dowsers
(A) athletes
(D) archers
foresters
(C)

5.

Dowsing has been Vacticed successfully for(B) decades
(A) fun
(D) centuries
(C) days

6.

In Europe it is most common in-

7.

In India C. A. Pogson was named-

8.

Scientists claim that, along with luck, dowsing uses a knowledge of-

9.

Some experts feel that diviners possess-

(A) T
(C) R

(A) water
(C) oil

(A) Germany
(C) Italy

(A) official water guard
(C) official water diviner

(A) landscaping
(C) geology

(A) MSTS
(C) PFF
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(B) Q
(D) Y

(B) sand
(D) gold

(B) Sweden
(D) England"

(B) an army general
(D) security chief

(B) plumbing
(D) carving

(B) EEC
(D) ESP

To experience dowsing, get a forked branch and start(B) walking
(A) singing
(C) praying

(D) spying

The village of Vestmannaeyjar, in the far northern country of Iceland, is
as bright and clean and up-to-date as any American or Canadian suburb . It is
located on the island of Heimaey, just off the mainland. One January night in
1973, however, householders were shocked from their sleep . In some backyards
red-hot liquid was spurting from the ground. Flaming "skyrockets" shot up
and over the houses . The island's volcano, Helgafell, silent for seven thousand
years, was violently erupting!
Luckily, the island's fishing fleet was in port, and within twenty-four
hours almost everyone was ferried to the mainland . But then the agony of the
island began in earnest. As in a nightmare, fountains of burning lava spurted
three hundred feet high. Black, baseball-size cinders rained down. An evilsmelling, eye-burning, throat-searing cloud of smoke and gas erupted into the
air, and a river of lava flowed down the mountain . The constant shriek of
escaping steam was punctuated by ear-splitting explosions .
As time went on, the once pleasant village of Vestmannaeyjar took on a
weird aspect . Its street lamps still burning against the long Arctic night, the
town lay under a thick blanket of cinders . All that could be seen above the ten
foot black drifts were the tips of street signs . Some houses had collapsed under
the weight of cinders ; others had bust into flames as the heat ignited their oil
storage tanks. Lighting the whole lurid scene, fire continued to shoot from the
mouth of the looming volcano .
The eruption continued for six months . Scientists and reporters arrived
from around the world to observe the awesome natural event.
But the town did not die that easily. In July, when the eruption ceased, the
people of Heimaey Island returned to assess the chances of rebuilding their
homes and lives . They found tons of ash covering the ground . The Icelanders
are a tough people, however, accustomed to the strange and violent nature of
their Arctic land. They dug out their homes. They even used the cinders to
build new roads and airport runways . Now the new homes of Heimaey are
warmed from water pipes heated by molten lava.

l.

This village is located on the island of-

2.

The color of the hot liquid was-

(A) Vestmannaeyjar
(C) Heimaey

(A) orange
(C) yellow
3.

This liquid was coming from the(A) mountains
(C) sea

(B) Hebrides
(D) Helgafell

(B) black
(D) red

(B) ground
(D) sky

4.

Tho, island's volcano had been inactive for-

5.

The islanders were evacuated within twenty-four-

6.

Black cinders fell that were the size of-

(A) seventy years
(C) seven thousand months

(A) hours
(C) minutes

(A) baseballs
(C) golf balls

7.

Despite the eruption-

8.

This volcanic eruption lasted for six-

(A) buses kept running
(C) the police kept working

(A) weeks
(C) months
9.

(B) days
(D) weeks

(B) pebbles

(D) footballs

(B) the radio kept broadcasting
(D) street lamps kept burning

(B) hours
(D) days

The eruption finally ended in the month of(A) June
(C) August
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(B) seven thousand years
(D) seven hundred years

To rebuild roads, the people used(A) lava
(C) cement

(B) January
(D) July

(B) bricks
(D) cinders

Although the game of baseball as we know it was first played in 1846, it
was not until the early part of this century that players wore gloves. Even to this
day, the rules of the game do not require that a glove be used!
Of course, any player would be foolish to take the field without a glove .
Not only does it offer protection against injury, but a top-notch glove is also
really a large scoop that lengthens the player's arm. No wonder today's players
make so many spectacular catches!
The modern baseball glove is almost as carefully put together as are custom-made gloves for astronauts . In the United States four million baseball (and
softball) gloves, worth an amazing $73 million, are sold every year. Of those,
3 1/2 million are made in Japan.
Baseball gloves made in Japan? How come? you ask . After all, the game
was invented here, and more people play and watch baseball in the United
States than in any other country. True enough, but two of the biggest glove
makers are American companies that have factories in Japan, and the third is a
Japanese company . Many baseball players say they prefer Japanese-made
gloves.
How is a baseball glove made? First, the best steer hides are shipped from
America to Japan. There, special methods are used to soften the leather.
When the leather is ready, forms of the glove are cut from it, making sure
the grain runs the long way-from the heel, or bottom of the glove, to the fingertips. Holes are punched into two glove forms, which are sewn together with
a strong nylon thread .
A worker then cuts wool felt padding to the proper thickness and stuffs it
into the glove with special pliers, or tongs . After that, the glove is laced with
rawhide, which is also used to fit the webbing between the thumb and forefin
ger. Then the worker flattens the padding with a wooden mallet to form a pocket for catching the ball. Finally, six hours after the work began, the glove is
ready to use .
Should you be one of the 624 players on the twenty-six major league
baseball teams in the United States and Canada, you could have a glove
designed especially for you. The glove maker will travel right to your ball park
to make it on the spot.
You can have any design you want, as long as you stay within the rules . A
catcher's mitt must not be more than 15 1/2 inches from top to bottom or more
than 38 inches around the outside . Gloves worn by any other fielders must be
no more than 12 inches from top to bottom and no more than 7 3/4 inches wide.
About the only thing an expert glove maker cannot promise is a glove that will
never miss catching a ball!

l.

Baseball as we know it was first played in(A) 1800
(C) 1900

2.

When playing baseball, a player(A) needs a custom-made glove
(C) does not have to wear a glove

3.

(B) 1846
(D) 1946

(B) wears a glove only when batting
(D) must wear a glove when fielding

The number of gloves sold in the United States each year is(A) four million
(C) three million

(B) two million
(D) one million

4.

The number of those gloves sold includes-

5.

To buy those gloves, people each year spend-

(A) only baseball gloves
(C) softball gloves

(A) $3.5 million
(C) $37 million
6.

Most baseball gloves are made in(A) Canada
(C) Mexico

7.

(A) wool felt

(B) nylon
(D) pigskin

(B) nylon
(D) tongs

The length of time it takes to make a baseball glove is(A) two hours
(C) eight hours
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(B) the United States
(D) Japan

The padding in a baseball glove is made of(C) cotton

9.

(B) $73 million
(D) $4 million

Baseball gloves are made of(A) plastic
(C) steer hide

8.

(B) gloves for astronauts
(D) only gloves made in Japan

(B) four hours
(D) six hours

From top to bottom, a catcher's mitt must not be more than(A) 2 feet
(C) 15 1/2 inches

(B) 38 inches
(D) 7 3/4 inches

If you are like most people, chances are you have a secret desire to play a
musical instrument . For some reason, though, you have never tried. Maybe
learning to read music is just too difficult. Perhaps you don't have time to study
an instrument, with the endless hours of practice, practice, and more practice .
Maybe you don't know of any good teachers-and, even if you did, you don't
have the money to spend on lessons .
Whatever the reasons, the time for excuses is over. It's time to take up the
people's musical instrument, the guitar. Some thirty million Americans can't be
wrong! That's about the number of people in this country who play the guitar.
Obviously not all .of them play like Jose Feliciano or Eric Clapton or Andres
Segovia . That doesn't bother these millions of guitarists, though, because they
play for fun .
Trne guitar is an instrument whose roots go back to a time before recorded
history. Ancient cave drawings show people using bow-shaped, three-stringed
instruments . An early Greek legend, written thousands of years ago, tells how
Hermes, the messenger of the gods, invented a three-stringed lyre to impress
Apollo, the god of music.

The guitar was brought to America by adventurers from Spain and
Portugal some four hundred years ago. Their guitars were five-stringed instruments used in Africa by the Moors, who earlier had conquered Spain.
Today's guitars use six or twelve strings, made of either nylon or steel, to
produce an amazing range of sounds . One music critic has described the guitar
as able to produce sounds so delicate as to "make an audience weep" and so
powerful as to cause the listeners' chairs to vibrate .
The guitar caught on quickly in the United States for a number of reasons .
First, it has a delightful sound. Second, it is easy to carry around and not too
expensive to buy. Perhaps most important, though, is that learning to play the
guitar is easy.
Just how easy is it? For starters, you don't have to be able to read a single
note of music . Even better, you can teach yourself how to play by using a
beginner's book or a record. Within an hour, you will find yourself strumming
two chords . Knowing those, you can play along while singing hundreds of
songs!
How far you progress from there is up to you. You can spend just a few
minutes a week or several hours a day learning new chords, notes, and styles of
strumming. It all depends on you. Do you want to start your own rock group?
Play country and western music? Become a classical guitarist performing with
a symphony orchestra? Whatever you decide, the important thing is that from
the beginning, you'll be playing chords you can sing to. So why not stroll on
down to your local music store? Chances are you'll find the right guitar right
there.

1.

Learning to play the guitar-

2.

The Greek god of music was-

3.

The number of Americans who play the guitar is about(B) twenty million
(A) thirty million
(D) forty million
(C) ten million

4.

The first guitarlike instruments were used-

(A) takes a lot of effort
(C) is something few people can do

(A) Hermes
(C) Apollo

(A) thirty years ago
(C) four hundred years ago

(B) costs a lot of money
(D) is easy and fun

(B) Zeus
(D) Ares

(B) in the 1400s
(D) before recorded history

5.

The Moors-

6.

The guitar was introduced to America by-

(A) conquered Africa
(C) used five-stringed guitars

(A) Jose Feliciano
(C) Andres Segovia
7.

(B) invented the guitar
(D) used three-stringed guitars

(B) Spanish and Portuguese
adventurers
(D) early Greeks

The strings on a modern guitar are likely to be(A) rubber
(C) steel or nylon

(B) wood
(D) electric

8.

Today, guitars can be found in-

9.

One reason so many people play the guitar is that-

(A) rock groups
(C) symphony orchestras

(A) it is easy to learn to play
(C) not everyone owns a piano
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(B) country and western bands
(D) all of these

(B) most people cannot read music
(D) they don't like marching bands

Having learned to play two guitar chords, you can(A) buy your own guitar
(C) easily learn to play,a piano '

(B) join the school band
(D) play along with many songs

As Wendy Grant stepped off the plane in Boulder, Colorado, seven children rushed to greet her shouting, "Mother!"-four of them with an Asian
accent . In her arms Wendy held the gifts she had brought them-twin infant
girls from Vietnam, the newest members of the Grant family. The Grants' six
adopted Vietnamese children, and over sixteen hundred others like them, may
well owe their lives to the determination of Wendy, her husband Duane, and a
handful of other selfless women and men.
Like all wars, the war in Vietnam left thousands of children homeless .
Their villages had been burned or blown to rubble . Their parents had been
killed or lost amid the swarm of refugees clogging the dusty roads . The lucky
children were taken in by orphanages . The rest were left to roam rural paths or
city streets by themselves . They avoided starvation only by begging, stealing,
or rummaging in garbage piles; they slept in gutters. Many were scarred or
crippled by shell fire, disease, or malnutrition .
It was in 1964 that the Grants, who had already adopted three American
children, first heard of the plight of the Vietnamese orphans . Immediately they
began the complicated red-tape task of adopting one-a girl, whom they named
Diahan .
But soon Wendy realized that more must be done. Together with Duane
and several other Americans, she founded an organization called Friends for
All Children. The group located American homes for the war orphans and
helped bring them here. With money they raised, they set up four orphanages in
Vietnam.
Twice Wendy went to Vietnam herself, despite the constant danger of
enemy attack. Once she adopted and brought home a girl, Tia, so crippled by
polio that she could not even stand. Today, thanks to American doctors, Tia
walks unaided . On Wendy's final trip, with the enemy closing in on Saigon, the
capital city, she remained until the last minute, arranging for orphans to be
flown to the United States, Canada, and Australia . She narrowly missed a fatal
plane crash.
If you someday meet a youth from Vietnam with a last name such as
Morris or Johnson or Riley or Russo, remember Wendy Grant and her friends
who saved the orphans .

1.

Four of the children who met the plane in Boulder had(B) Asian accents
(A) curly hair
(C) cassettes
(D) many gifts

2.

The Vietnamese children the Grants have adopted number(A) sixteen hundred
(B) two
(C) six
(D) seven

3.

The parents of the Vietnamese children had been lost or(B) starved
(A) imprisoned
(D) killed
(C) stolen

4.

Left alone, the children(A) roamed streets and paths
(C) stayed at home

(B) went to school
(D) quarreled

5.

The Grants first-heard of this plight in(A) 1980
(C) 1965

(B) 1971
(D) 1964

6.

Wendy, Duane, and several others founded(A) a school
(B) an organization
(D) a nursery
(C) a hospital

7.

Wendy went to Vietnam(A) four times
(C) twice

8.

One adopted child, Tia, was crippled by(A) malnutrition
(B) fear
polio
(D) burns
(C)

(B) once
(D) often

9. . Wendy remained until the last minute in(A) Saigon
(B) Beijing
(C) Canada
(D) Australia
10.

If you meet certain youths from Vietnam, remember a woman named(A) Morris
(B) Riley
(D) Grant
(C) Russo

In 1963 William Unsoeld became one of the first two Americans to climb
Mt. Everest . This Himalayan peak on the boundary between Nepal and Tibet is
the highest mountain in the world. Years before Unsoeld gained this fame, he
had trekked many miles through the Himalayas and had seen a mountain called
Nanda Devi. Nanda Devi, rising 25,645 feet, is the highest mountain in India.
Unsoeld, impressed by its beauty, had vowed to name his first daughter after it.
Nanda Devi Unsoeld was born in 1954, and not surprisingly, she had a
strong feeling about the majestic work of nature after which she had been
named . "I can't describe it," she once said, "but there is something within me
about this mountain ever since I was born."
Nanda became a mountain climber when she was fourteen. In 1974, while
a student at Evergreen State College in Oregon, she went to India hoping to
climb the peak, but the Indian government had put a ban on travel into this
politically sensitive area.
Two years later William Unsoeld got permission to organize and lead an
expedition of mountain climbers that included his daughter. In the late summer
of 1976 they started out to climb Nanda Devi. Although the mountain had been
climbed several times before, the Unsoeld party took a more difficult route, one
that had never been tried.
By September they had reached 24,000 feet, and they were preparing for
the final climb to the summit of Nanda Devi. But the mountain's namesake,
who had been suffering from stomach and gas pains, reluctantly admitted that
her stomach pains were unbearable . As she become semi-delirious, she
announced, "I am going to die."
In desperation Nanda's companions administered mouth-to-mouth breathing, but they failed to revive her. Within fifteen minutes Nanda had died from
high altitude disease . She was buried in the snows at 24,000 feet, on the mountain she had been named after.
"Nanda Devi died doing the thing -she loved best," her father said. "She
died fulfilling her dreams, out of her enormous love for the high Himalayas .
She now lies an eternal part of her namesake."

l.

In 1963 William Unsoeld climbed(A) Mt . Himalaya
(C) Mt . Everest

2.

Nanda Devi is the highest mountain in(A) the world
(C) North America

(B) Nanda Devi
(D) Mt . Evergreen

(B) Tibet
(D) India

3.

Unsoeld's daughter felt something of the mountain-

4.

When she was fourteen Nanda Devi Unsoeld became a-

5.

In 1976 Nanda was part of an expedition led by-

(A) within her
(C) by satellite

(A) street cleaner
(C) circus trainer

(A) a friend
(C) two doctors

(B) through neighbors
(D) on tape

(B) mountain climber
(D) telephone operator

(B) her father
(D) the Indian government

6.

Their climb was different from past ones because it-

7.

Nanda Devi Unsoeld became sick and took a turn for the worse after the expedition had reached-

(A) took place in winter
(C) followed a harder route

(A) 18,000 feet
(C) 27,500 feet

(B) included young children
(D) required no maps

(B) 25,645 feet
(D) 24,000 feet

8.

Members of the expedition tried reviving Nanda with-

9.

Nanda had died of-

(A) smelling salts
(C) shouts and cheers

(A) frostbite
(C) an unknown disease
10 .

Her father said that Nanda had died(A) fighting for freedom
(C) doing what she loved best

(B) ice cubes
(D) mouth-to-mouth breathing

(B) high altitude disease
(D) pneumonia

(B) caring for others
(D) reading her will

Once in a while the catching of real criminals can be almost as exciting as
television, and even more creative .
Not long ago, six Washington, D.C ., police officers, with the help of the
FBI and with a great idea, started PFF, Inc . Acting as "fences"-buyers of
stolen goods-they rented an abandoned warehouse in a disreputable neighbor
hood and hung out their shingle . On the streets and the back alleys of
Washington, they passed out their business cards. PFF, Inc ., the cards said, was
in the appliance business-television sets, typewriters, anything.
What the cards didn't say, of course, was that PFF, Inc . stood for "PoliceFBI Fencing, Incognito ."
The word spread through Washington's underworld, and soon the thieves
began arriving-with stereo sets, electric typewriters, electric stoves, and guns.
They came with counterfeit money and stolen credit cards, with candelabra,
with bear-skin rugs . One thief showed up lugging a heart-lung resuscitator
stolen from a local hospital. Another came up with over a million dollars in
government checks stolen from a federal agency.
`
All this activity was secretly photographed and tape-recorded . The police
themselves were giving Academy Award performances, pretending they were
part of an organized crime mob from New York. Their clients were impressed .
One client who inquired about a possible job as a PFF "hit" person filled out an
application, listing as experience a previously unsolved murder in Maryland .
Business was good. The police were paying $25 for a $400 typewriter,
$750 for that million in government checks .
Finally, they arranged a formal "party" for everyone to meet the New
York mob boss, who, they said, wanted to thank all these friends for the wonderful job they had done. It was a great social occasion. More than one hundred
of the best PFF clients showed up, many in formal dinner jackets, checking
their guns at the door. And then-surprise!
All told, 108 arrests were made that night at PFF, and another twenty-five
later. More than $2,400,000 in stolen property was recovered, and the police
were able to begin investigating some ten thousand unsolved crimes-thanks to
leads developed at PFF!

1.

PFF, Inc. was started by six(A) thieves
(C) mobs

(B) fences
(D) officers

2.

The Washington police were aided by the-

3.

"Fences" refers to buyers of-

4.

Thieves came to the PFF with stereos, typewriters, and electric-

5.

Another thief had over a million dollars' worth of government(B) weapons
(A) bonds
(D) checks
(C) vehicles

6.

The police pretended to be part of a crime mob from-

7.

For a $400 typewriter, the PFF paid-

(A) Internal Revenue Service
(C) FBI

(A) wholesale goods
(C) retail goods

(A) stoves
(C) shavers

(A) New Mexico
(C) Chicago

(A) $750
(C) $25

(B) Justice Department
(D) Secret Service

(B) stolen goods
(D) foreign goods

(B) knives
(D) blenders

(B) New York
(D) Wyoming

(B) $40
(D) $50

8.

The PFF arranged a-

9.

That night the officers arrested a total of(B) 108 persons
(A) 200 persons
(D) 133 persons
(C) 1,000 persons

10 .

(A) fight
(C) party

(B) sale
(D) cruise

Stolen property was recovered amounting to(A) $10,000
(C) $24,000,000

(B) $1,000,000
(D) $2,400,000

To be called a dummy is quite an insult . That's not fair to dummies at all .
Dummies get no credit for performing some of the most valuable, most dangerous, and most boring tasks for human beings . In medicine, in research, in
industry, and in education, dummies have helped improve or prolong your life.
Modern civilization is smarter because of the dummy!
Would a human volunteer to undergo the first heart transplant? Would
you? No person would be likely to cooperate before the technique had been
well practiced . Only a dummy will, uncomplaining, submit to an inexperienced
doctor or nurse or to an unproven operation .
Medical dummies are quite complex . They are built to breathe and to
have a heartbeat and a pulse, with a mechanical heart and lungs like a human
being's . Inside the dummy's head is a brain-really a computer that makes it
respond just like a human patient. The dummy undergoes risky operations . It
trains doctors and nurses by dying a thousand times to teach them lessons . Only
a dummy would do that!
Some dummies lead lives of constant danger. Take testing parachutes, for
example . Originally parachuting was more dangerous than remaining in a buming plane . Today's safe, lightweight parachute came about only because countless dummies were ejected from countless planes .
How will radiation affect the human body? Can a human being survive in
outer space? What dangers lie in the exploding of nuclear bombs? What will
help humans survive auto crashes? Dummies are the only ones who can, step
by step, reveal the answers to these problems .
Aside from doing the exciting, dummies also perform jobs that people
would find too boring. The scarecrow started the tradition as it watched the
crops and frightened away the crows. And who else but a dummy would spend
hours in a store window, or at a construction site directing detours, or demonstrating products?
The most glamorous dummies stand in wax museums . They show us how
famous men and women of history looked and dressed . Nearly everything dummies do teaches us something . Why do we call them dummies? What kind of
gratitude is that?

l . Dummies perform tasks that are(A) dangerous
(C) safe

(B) outlawed
(D) smart

2.

They have been used in various fields to prolong(A) travel
(B) life
(C) death
(D) sickness

3.

Medical dummies are built to(A) drink
(C) sleep

(B) eat
(D) breathe

4 . The dummy has a mechanical heart and(A) kidney
(B) liver
(C) lungs
(D) stomach
5. To respond, the dummies have computerized(A) nerves
(B) brains
(C) skeletons
(D) muscles
6.

To help doctors and nurses learn more, thousands of times these dummies(A) scream
(B) live
(C) die
(D) bleed

7 . Dummies are used to see what devices will save lives in(A) fires
(B) train crashes
(C) floods
(D) auto accidents
8. They also perform tasks that most people would find(A) fun
(B) boring
(C) very interesting
(D) too difficult
9.

10.

The first dummy was the(A) scarecrow
(C) rabbit

(B) watchdog
(D) witch

Some glamorous dummies are displayed in(A) zoos
(B) movies
(C) parks
(D) museums

What if someone told you about a kind of grass that grows as tall as the
tallest trees? A grass that can be made as strong as steel? A grass from which
houses, furniture, boats, and hundreds of other useful things can be made? A
grass that you would even enjoy eating? Would you believe that person? You
should, for that grass is bamboo, the wood of 1,001 uses.
Bamboo may look like wood, but it is part of the family of plants that
includes wheat, oats, and barley. It is a kind of grass . This grass is not just a
material for making useful products. Young bamboo is eaten, often mixed with
other vegetables, in many Asian foods .
Bamboo grows in many parts of the world. In the United States it grows
in an area from Virginia west to Indiana and south to Florida, Louisiana, and
Texas . Most bamboo, however, is found in warm, wet climates, especially in
Asia and on the islands of the South Pacific Ocean .
In most Asian countries, bamboo is nearly as important as rice. Many
Asians live in bamboo houses . They sit on bamboo chairs and sleep on bamboo
mats. They fence their land with bamboo and use the wood for cages for chickens and pigs.
Bamboo is used to build large buildings as well as homes . When it is
glued in layers, it becomes as strong as steel. On some islands in the South
Pacific, bamboo is even used for water pipes .
This extraordinary material has many other uses. It is used to make musical instruments, such as flutes and recorders . Paper made from bamboo has
been highly prized by artists for thousands of years .
Bamboo is light and strong, and it bends without breaking . It is cheap,
floats on water, almost never wears out, and is easy to grow.
Nothing else on earth grows quite so fast as bamboo . At times you can
even see it grow! Botanists, people who study plants, have recorded growths of
more than three feet in just twenty-four hours! Bamboo is hollow and has a
strong root system that almost never stops growing and spreading . In fact, only
after it flowers, an event that may happen only once every thirty years, will
bamboo die.
There are more than a thousand kinds of bamboo . The smallest is only
three inches tall and one-tenth of an inch across . The largest reaches more than
two hundred feet in height and seven inches in diameter.
No wonder, then, that the lives of nearly half the people on earth would
change enormously if there were no longer any bamboo. No wonder, too, that
to many people bamboo is a symbol of happiness and good fortune .

1.

One of the world's most useful "woods" is(A) bamboo
(C) pine

2.

Most bamboo grows in(A) the United States
(C) South America

3.

Bamboo grows best in(A) cool, dry climates
(C) warm, wet climates

4.

In the United States bamboo grows in-

5.

To Asians, bamboo is-

6.

As a plant, bamboo is-

7.

Bamboo is really-

8.

Bamboo may flower about once every-

(A) Maine
(C) Illinois

(A) too costly to grow
(C) the most important crop

(A) hard to grow
(C) fast-growing

(A) a kind of tree
(C) a low-growing bush

(A) five years
(C) twenty years
9.

(B) the Soviet Union
(D) Asia and the South Pacific

(B) mountain regions
(D) desert regions

(B) Texas
(D) Oregon

(B) mainly used as a food
(H) nearly as important as rice

(B) slow-growing
(D) fun to grow

(B) used in place of rice as a food
(D) a kind of grass

(13) thirty years
(D) ten years

The tallest kinds of bamboo reach a height ofthree inches
two hundred feet

10 .

(B) oak
(D) balsa

Bamboo is important to-

(A) all the people on earth
(C) half the people on earth

(t) seven inches
( ) one hundred feet

(B) half the people of Asia
(D) only a few people

Possibly the best bonanza-luck tale since the Gold Rush days is the story
of Vernon Pick.
Pick was a Wisconsin farmboy who had gotten as far as high school .
After working in a Canadian mine in the mid-1920s he returned to Wisconsin,
married, and sank his $40,000 in savings into an electric-motor repair business
in the small town of Royalton. In 1951 his shop burned down, however, and he
collected only $13,500 in insurance .
"Let's drive down to Mexico and see the country," he suggested to his
wife. "This is the last vacation we can take for a long time."
At Grand Junction, Colorado, the Picks found folks feverishly prospecting for uranium . Pick caught that fever. He questioned a mining engineer about
the most likely place to find uranium. The man suggested southeastern Utah.
"If I were looking for the stuff," he told Pick, "I'd work the Henry Mountains
country."
Pick bought a rock pick and scintillometer-a sort of special Geiger
counter-and for nine months trudged around one of the most forsaken wildernesses in the United States . Not once did the scintillometer needle show a
tremor.
By June 1952 Pick was down to his last $300. Sand had worked into the
soles of his feet, causing blisters. One day he sat down to rest on a rock, wondering if he had strength enough left for the four-day trek back to town.
When he chanced to look down at his scintillometer, he saw the needle
acting wildly. With his pick he chipped at the rock-and laid open some bright
orange-yellow ore . Uranium!
After locating the site of the main ore deposit, Vernon Pick staked out a
claim and limped back to civilization . He raised money by selling his trailer,
truck, and camera; he rented a bulldozer and jackhammer and hired a few
workers . By that September he was shipping out high-grade ore .
For two years he continued mining, sometimes grossing $50,000 a month .
He had struck one of the world's richest deposits of uranium ore .
In September 1954 Pick sold his mine for $9 million-and consented to
stay on as chief executive officer of the mine .

l.

Vernon Pick was a farmboy who lived in(A) Wyoming
(C) Virginia

2.

Pick invested his savings in a-

3.

In 1951 his shop was destroyed by-

(A) drugstore
(C) department store

(A) fire
(C) thieves
4.

He and his wife decided to take a trip to(A) California
(C) Mexico

5.

(B) storms
(D) a hurricane

(B) Hawaii
(D) Bermuda

(B) oil
(D) uranium

The Henry Mountains country is located in(A) Ohio
(C) Texas

7.

(B) gas station
(D) repair business

In Colorado, Pick found many people prospecting for(A) gold
(C) diamonds

6.

(B) Washington
(D) Wisconsin

(B) Utah
(D) Nevada

Pick raised money by selling his trailer, truck, and(A) TV
(C) camera

(B) stereo

(D) microscope

8.

To dig into the deposit, he rented a jackhammer and a-

9.

After his success, he continued mining for-

(A) dump truck
(C) tractor

(A) two months
(C) two days
10 .

(B) bulldozer
(D) plow

(B) two years
(D) three years

He sold his mine for $9 million in(A) 1964
(C) 1956

(B) 1960
(D) 1954

High in the Andes Mountains in Peru stands the ancient city of Machu
Picchu . No one knows why this great city was built, nor is it likely that we will
ever know. Nevertheless, the deserted city of Machu Picchu is important for
what it reveals about the ancient Inca people of South America .
The Incas once ruled a great empire that covered a large part of the South
American continent . The empire was more than five hundred years old when
the first Spanish explorers, looking for gold, went to that continent in the sixteenth century.
The Incas were an advanced people . They were skillful engineers who
paved their roads and built sturdy bridges . They plowed the land in such a way
that rains would not wash away valuable soil. They dug ditches to carry water
into dry areas for farming .
Even though they did not know about the wheel, the Incas were able to
move huge stone blocks-some as heavy as ten tons-up the sides of mountains to build walls . The blocks were fitted so tightly, without cement of any
kind, that it would be impossible to slip a knife blade between them! The walls
have stood firm through great storms and earthquakes that have destroyed
many modern buildings .
The Incas were great artists, too . Today, Incan dishes and other kinds of
pottery are prized for their wonderful designs . Since both gold and silver were
in great supply, the Incas created splendid objects from these precious metals.
While it is true that the Incas had no written language, they kept their
accounts by using a system of knotted strings of various lengths and colors . The
sizes of the knots and the distances between them represented numbers .
At its height, the Incan empire included as many as thirty million people.
The emperor ruled them with an iron hand. He told his subjects where to live,
what to plant, how long they should work-even whom they could marry.
Since he owned everything, the emperor gave what he wished when he
wished-and in the amount he wished-to his people .
In 1533 Spanish explorers led by Francisco Pizarro murdered the emperor
of the Incas. Earlier, the heir to the Incan empire had also been killed. The
Incas, who had always been entirely dependent on their emperor, now had no
recognized leader. The Spaniards easily conquered the empire and plundered its
riches .
Have the Incas disappeared from South America? Not at all . In Peru
alone, once the center of that great empire, eighty percent of the twenty million
people are either pure Incan or mestizo, people with both Incan and European
ancestors . Evidence of the Incan empire can be found in many other places in
South America as well. You can even visit Machu Picchu . The remains of this
ancient city still stand high in the mountains of Peru, an awesome tribute to this
once powerful empire .

1.

Machu Picchu is the name of(A) an ancient city
(C) the Incan empire

(B) a Spanish explorer
(D) the Incan emperor

2.

The Incan empire was located in-

3.

The first Spanish explorers went to South America to find-

4.

At its height, the Incan empire included-

(A) North America
(C) South America

(A) a new way of life
(C) Machu Picchu

(A) ten million people
(C) forty million people
5.

The emperor who ruled the Incas-

6.

The Spanish conquered the Incas in-

(A) was chosen by the people
(C) ruled with an iron hand

(A) 1433
(C) 1633

(B) Spain
(D) Europe

(B) the Incas
(D) gold

(B) twenty million people
(D) thirty million people

(B) let the people do as they pleased
(D) asked the Spanish for help

(B) 1533
(D) 1733

7.

After Spanish explorers killed their emperor, the Incas-

8.

The Incas-

9.

The center of the Incan empire was located in-

(A) had no recognized leader
(C) killed Pizarro

(A) used a secret code
(C) used a picture alphabet

(A) Spain
(C) Peru
10 .

Today, Machu Picchu(A) is ruled by the Spanish
(C) is a modern city

(B) elected anew leader
(D) disappeared

(B) wrote in Spanish
(D) had no written language

(B) Bolivia
(D) Brazil

(B) is closed to visitors
(D) can be seen by visitors

You have probably heard of Paul Revere's ride-how the Revolutionary
War patriot galloped through the night to warn that British troops were coming.
But have you ever heard of Caesar Rodney's ride? It was just as dramatic as
Revere's and probably of even greater importance to America .
The date was July 1, 1776. In a sweltering hall in Philadelphia, delegates
from the thirteen colonies were gathered at the Second Continental Congress. A
resolution that the colonies declare independence from Britain was being hotly
debated . Such a declaration would have to be unanimous . If any one of the thirteen colonies voted no the next day, the dream of independence would vanish.
Each colony's delegates had to vote among themselves to determine how
the colony as a whole would vote. By late afternoon on July 1 it became clear
that all the colonies would vote yes-except one . Of Delaware's three dele
gates, Thomas McKean wanted independence but George Read was opposed.
The tie-breaking third delegate, Caesar Rodney, who favored independence,
was eighty miles away at home on urgent business . It was impossible to get to
Delaware and bring him back by the next day-or was it?
With his own money, McKean hired the fastest rider he could find. In a
raging thunderstorm this messenger galloped through the thickening darkness.
Often only lightning flashes revealed the road. It was after midnight when he
finally arrived, exhausted, at Rodney's home. Informed of the situation in
Philadelphia, Rodney set out at once through the wind-whipped downpour.
In Philadelphia, the morning of July 2 ticked away. The pro-independence
delegates kept stalling the crucial vote in hopes of Rodney's arrival . Finally
they could delay no longer. Would independence be lost? Then the door was
flung open and a bedraggled, mud-soaked figure staggered in. "It's Rodney!"
the shout went up. Every delegate rose in honor of the Delawaran's dedicated
patriotism. Independence was won!
It was not Caesar Rodney's ride alone, however, that demonstrated his
character. He had been suffering from a deadly cancer, and by voting for independence he gave up any chance of a planned trip to England-the only place
treatment was available . The next time you see a copy of the Declaration of
Independence, look for Caesar Rodney's signature-a mark of courage .

1.

Paul Revere was a patriot in the(A) Revolutionary War
(C) Crimean War

2.

The resolution for independence was being debated on(A) May 30, 1980
(C) December 7, 1941

3.

(C) thirteen

The rider arrived at Rodney's home(A) at dawn
(C) after midnight

8.

(B) at dusk
(D) after lunch

(B) July 3
(D) July 2

By voting for independence, Rodney lost a chance to(A) gain wealth
(C) stay in Delaware

10 .

(B) on vacation
(D) at sea

Rodney arrived in Philadelphia on(A) July 10
(C) July 1

9.

(B) Delaware
(D) Massachusetts

Caesar Rodney was(A) in a hospital
(C) at home

7.

(B) survive
(D) form

Thomas McKean and George Read were delegates from(A) New York
(C) Virginia

6.

(B) eight
(D) nine

If anyone voted no, the dream of independence would(A) vanish
(C) flourish

5.

(B) July 4, 1884
(D) July 1, 1776

The colonies who had sent delegates to Philadelphia numbered(A) forty-eight

4.

(B) Civil War
(D) War of 1812

(B) obtain treatment
(D) gain fame

On the Declaration of Independence you will find(A) no signatures
(C) Rodney's signature

(B) Rodney's mark
(D) many dates

There is probably no sound in nature more chilling than the "hiss" of a
diamondback rattlesnake . With good reason : the western diamondback has
killed more people than any other snake . It is easily excitable, very aggressive,
frequently hungry, and deadly poisonous .
Yet it doesn't really hiss. Like all other rattlesnakes, it shakes its tail. A
mature rattler can move its tail up and down between fifty and a hundred times
a second! The hollow rattles on the tail, beating against each other, create the
"hissing" sound .
Why do they have rattles? Rattlesnakes molt three times a year, shedding
their outer layer of skin each time. But the molting skin near the tail is not discarded. In time it hardens and hollows out, becoming another rattle. If a snake
had never lost any rattles, you could tell its age by counting them and dividing
by three .
Do the snakes need their rattles? The rattles cannot be used in a mating
call, for rattlesnakes are deaf. They are not a sign of hunger, for snakes with full
stomachs rattle as often as hungry ones. And in the wild, the rattling scares,
rather than attracts, prey.
Scientists believe that snakes use rattles merely to warn larger animals not
to step on them-a function more important in ages past when the rattlers
shared the plains with sixty million buffalo!
Rattlesnakes are one of the most advanced forms of "pit" vipers-animals
who possess an organ for an extra sense. The pit organ is like an infra-red radar
sensor.
Located in the snake's head, the pit organ can sense differences between
temperatures within the snake and temperatures outside-lifferences as small
as 1/100 of a degree . Not only can rattlesnakes sense, therefore, the body heat
of another animal-or a human-but they apparently can instantly determine
the outsider's direction and range . Rattlesnakes don't . feed on people, of course.
With their venom they may kill humans, but only in what they think is selfdefense .
What good are rattlesnakes? Their principal diet of mice and rats makes
them valuable to the ecology of the West.

1.

The diamondback is deadly because of its(A) appearance
(C) poison

(B) rattle
(D) skin

2.

A mature snake shakes its tail between fifty and one hundred times per-

3.

Three times a year, these snakes shed their-

(A) minute
(C) hour

(A) rattle
(C) poison
4.

All rattlesnakes are(A) deaf
(C) blind

6.

(B) skin
(D) fangs

If a snake didn't lose any of its rattles, you could determine its(A) color
(C) age

5.

(B) week
(D) second

(B) origin
(D) health

(B) black
(D) brown

Most scientists believe the snake uses its rattle as a(A) weapon
(C) lure

(B) stinger
(D) warning

7.

Snakes needed the rattle when they shared the plains with-

8.

The snake's pit organ is similar to-

(A) goats
(C) buffalo

(A) a radio
(C) a camera
9.

This pit organ is located in the snake's(A) eyes
(C) fang

10 .

(B) dogs
(D) wolves

(B) television
(D) radar

(B) head
(D) rattle

Rattlesnakes are valued in the West because they eat mice and(A) wolves
(C) rats

(B) chipmunks
(D) eagles

Fans at the baseball game between the New York Yankees and the St.
Louis Cardinals cheered wildly. It was an important game, the bases were loaded, and Babe Ruth, the Sultan of Swat, was coming up to bat. But before he
stepped into the batter's box, he did a strange thing . Walking over to the batboy,
he took off the young lad's cap and rubbed his hands on the boy's head. Then
he marched to the plate-and promptly struck out.
Everyone knew, of course, that the Babe should never have struck out .
After all, when a baseball player rubbed a batboy's head, he was supposed to
have good luck. But this time the old superstition didn't work. Ruth went on to
play many more games for the Yankees ; the innocent but unlucky batboy was
fired on the spot!
Oldtime baseball players had many other superstitions . One belief was
that if a player passed a load of empty barrels on his way to a game he was sure
to get a hit.
Once the old New York Giants baseball team was having a bad week .
"When are you gonna get some hits?" asked manager John McGraw . The
Giants' batting slump was truly a disaster. But the next day a player entered the
locker with a broad smile.
"I just saw a load of empty barrels," he reported. "This is going to be my
game." The player made four hits in five times at bat . Soon more players saw
empty barrels, and immediately they all batted successfully . Finally the batting
slump was over; McGraw smiled .
Later the ballplayers discussed their good fortune . "Were the horses that
pulled the load of barrels you saw gray and white?" asked one. Another agreed
they were.
"That's strange," replied a third player. "I saw gray and white horses, too .
How could that be?"
"I'll tell you how," said John McGraw. "Sometimes you have to give a
superstition just a little bit of help . I hired that wagonload of barrels to drive
around and pass you fellows every day. It worked, too . But you don't think I
was going to pay extra to have the horses changed, do you?"

1.

The baseball game was between the St . Louis Cardinals and the(A) New York Yankees
(C) New York Giants

(B) New York Jets
(D) New York Cardinals

2.

Babe Ruth was known as the Sultan of-

3.

To bring good luck, a baseball player would rub the batboy's-

4.

After the Babe struck out, the batboy was-

5.

If a player passed some empty barrels, he would probably get a-

6.

John McGraw was the New York Giants'-

(A) Swap
(C) Baseball

(A) hands
(C) mitt

(A) hired
(C) fired

(A) home run
(C) foul

(A) pitcher
(C) manager
7.

(B) Batters
(D) Swat

(B) nose
(D) head

(B) injured
(D) cheered

(B) hit
(D) strike

(B) catcher
(D) star batter

The player who saw the empty barrels made(A) five hits
(C) five fouls

(B) four hits
(D) four runs

8.

Other players who saw the barrels were also-

9.

Pulling the wagon full of barrels were horses of-

(A) struck out
(C) hired

(A) gray and white
(C) black and white
10 .

(B) fired
(D) successful

(B) brown and black
(D) brown and white

The person who hired the horse-drawn wagon was(A) Babe Ruth
(C) Joe McDonald

(B) Mickey Mantle
(D) John McGraw

Each year the United States Postal Service handles some ninety billion
pieces of mail, many of which have one or more postage stamps on them .
Unless we are stamp collectors, most of us probably don't give much thought to
postage stamps . That's a shame, because stamps don't simply appear out of
nowhere . They are the result of long hours of talk and study even before they
go to the printer.
Take the design, for example . Who decides that the Brooklyn Bridge, or
Babe Ruth, or a former President, or a historic building should be the subject of
a stamp? Since 1957, that has been the job of the Citizens Stamp Advisory
Committee . A group of sixteen people-artists, historians, teachers, and stamp
collectors chosen by the postmaster general-make up the committee . They
meet for one or two days, four times a year, to review the thousands of ideas
sent to Washington . They suggest from twenty to thirty ideas per year that
should be turned into stamps . The final decision, however, rests with the postmaster general .
The fifteen thousand or so ideas sent in each year vary widely . They
include requests for stamps honoring horseshoe pitching, hummingbirds, and
Elvis Presley.
Who sends in these ideas? Many come from particular groups that want to
honor a person or an event . Many come from ordinary people, like the student
in Colorado who "thought it would be nice to have a stamp showing a man on
horseback riding through a town yelling `Colorado is a hundred years old! "'
The committee members choose any of the outside ideas they think are
worthwhile . Of course, they are free to offer their own ideas as well.
In making their selections, the committee members consider-but are not
bound by-rules set up by the Postal Service . These rules, by the way, are
sometimes overlooked . They include the following :
" No living persons will be honored.
" Except for former Presidents, no one will be honored until ten years after his
or her death.
" No businesses, actual products, religious groups, or charities will be honored .
" No anniversaries of towns or cities, schools or colleges, will be allowed .
What kinds of ideas are most likely to be accepted? Those that will result
in large colorful stamps that just about everyone will like. The best example is a
full sheet of birds and flowers of all fifty states. First issued in 1982, this
remains one of the all-time favorites of everyday stamp users and collectors
alike.

1.

The number of pieces of mail the Postal Service handles each year is(A) ninety thousand
(C) ninety million

2.

The Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee was formed in
(A) 1957
(C) 1927

3.

4.

The committee is-

5.

The committee meets-

(A) chosen by state governors
(C) named by the President

(A) once a year
(C) four times a year

Each year the committee receives about(A) 50 ideas
(C) 500ideas

8.

Ideas for stamps are accepted(A) only from the advisory
committee
(C) from anyone

10 .

(B) elected by the people
(D) picked by the postmaster general

(B) twice a year
(D) three times a year

(B) President
(D) Congress

(B) 5,000 ideas
(D) 15,000 ideas

The number of ideas suggested to the postmaster general each year is(A) ten to twenty
(C) thirty to forty

9.

(B) sixteen
(D) ten

The final say about which ideas will be turned into stamps is made by the(A) advisory committee
(C) postmaster general

7.

(B) 1947
(D) 1987

The number of people on the committee is(A) six
(C) twelve

6.

(B) ninety billion
(D) nine hundred million

(B) twenty to thirty
(D) forty to fifty

(B) only from the
postmaster general
(D) only from the President

One idea that became a series of stamps was to honor(A) a living person
(C) the President's hometown

(B) a kind of pizza
(D) state birds and flowers

One winter night a few years ago, a young man and woman were driving
home from a party in Swansea, Wales . Suddenly the road ahead disappeared!
The man jammed on the brakes, and the car skidded to a stop. The front
end hung over nothingness! The young couple were in luck; the back half of the
car remained on solid pavement. But the delicately balanced auto swung back
and forth in a sickening seesaw motion, the headlights pointing downward into
a deep black chasm .
For some time the couple sat stunned . They were fearful of moving,
afraid any motion would teeter the car into the pit . They realized they couldn't
sit there forever. They carefully edged toward the doors and opened the latches.
Then they jumped-and made it.
When they finally calmed down, they found that the car was poised over a
pit some twenty feet wide and thirty feet deep. What had happened to the road?
They called the police, who quickly roped off the entire stretch of road in
case of further collapses . But what would have caused such a collapse? What
was making the pavement disappear?
Geologists were called in, as well as officials from the British National
Mining Commission. The mystery was soon cleared up. Wales had long been a
mining area. Deep tunnels had been dug into the earth to extract coal. The
pavement on the Swansea road had suddenly dropped into an old ventilator
shaft of a mine abandoned some half-century before .
Local residents remembered that sixteen years earlier a similar collapse
into an old, forgotten mine had occurred about a mile away.
Today the people of Swansea are worried, for the city is undercut with
miles upon miles of forgotten, unused coal-mine tunnels . Many were closed so
long ago that no living person knows where they are. As the modern city of
Swansea spreads out, homes, roads, and shopping centers are being built over
some of these lost mines. The city is sitting on honeycombed earth, a base that
could collapse anywhere at any time!

1.

The couple were driving home from a party in(A) Wales

(C) Sweden
2.

While the couple were driving, the road suddenly seemed to(A) curve
(C) disappear

3.

The pavement caved into an old(A) garbage dump
(C) mine shaft

9.

(B) gold
(D) diamonds

(B) primitive village
(D) wartime trench

A similar incident occurred sixteen(A) years later
(C) months later

10 .

(B) firefighters
(D) police

Deep tunnels had been dug in the area to find(A) silver
(C) coal

8.

(B) thirty feet
(D) twenty miles

The road was quickly roped off by the(A) couple
(C) boy

7.

(B) screamed
(D) jumped

The depth of the pit was approximately(A) twenty feet
(C) thirty miles

6.

(B) stall
(D) tip backward

The couple slowly edged toward the doors, and then(A) laughed
(C) fell

5.

(B) twist
(D) appear

They were afraid to move because the car might(A) tip forward
(C) stop

4.

(B) Denmark
(D) Spain

(B) days earlier
(D) years earlier

The people are worried about the city named(A) Swanee
(C) Swan

(B) Swanson
(D) Swansea

One of Maine's most needed lighthouses is located on Great Duck Island,
which has been the scene of many disasters since early Maine history.
Before Great Duck Island was inhabited, its isolation was so complete
that when a ship was wrecked there one summer night, its sole survivor was
stranded for years, living on berries and roots and what he could get from the
sea . When he finally was rescued, he had lost his powers of conversation .
But some of Great Duck Island's history is less grim. One stormy night,
many years later, the lighthouse keeper opened his door to a wet, exhausted dog
covered with blood, and nursed it back to health . How the dog got there was a
mystery.
Two years later the captain of a fishing schooner visited the island and
found, after calling to the dog, that it was his own pet . Both man and dog were
very happy to be reunited.
The captain explained that his ship had been wrecked near Great Duck
Island two years before. In the scramble for safety, one of the crew accidentally
struck the dog a cutting blow with an oar. The hurt animal took off, swimming
in the direction of Great Duck Island . The survivors, managing to row to the
mainland, sadly assumed that their mascot had drowned .
The lighthouse keeper's small daughter had become very fond of the animal in the two years it had been there . Perceiving this, the captain agreed to
allow the dog to decide for itself whether to stay or leave . At the end of his
visit, the captain climbed back to his boat and pushed out to sea.
The dog ran after the captain's boat and jumped aboard . But as the captain
pulled away from the island, the dog turned and saw-and heard-the lighthouse keeper's daughter crying, her wracking sobs carrying above the pounding
of the waves .
The dog leaped out of the boat, splashed through the shallow water, and
raced up onto the beach to jump into the little girl's open arms.
Realizing that his pet had made its irrevocable choice, the captain accepted that decision ; he waved goodbye and sailed away. Holding the wet, trembling animal tightly, with her tears still flowing-now tears of joy-the
youngster waved back.
Nevermore did the captain return to Great Duck Island .

1.

Great Duck Island is located off the coast of(A) Mystic
(C) Maine

2.

On Great Duck Island there is a(A) firehouse
(C) post office

3.

(B) woman
(D) captain

The dog finally chose to stay with the(A) captain
(C) woman

10 .

(B) sister
(D) daughter

At first, the dog followed the(A) girl
(C) lighthouse keeper

9.

(B) a plate
(D) a net

The dog soon became friends with the lighthouse keeper's(A) wife
(C) mother

8.

(B) captain's son
(D) lighthouse keeper

Accidentally, the dog was hit with(A) a rock
(C) an oar

7.

(B) three years later
(D) two years later

The dog originally belonged to the(A) captain
(C) captain's daughter

6.

(B) ducks and nuts
(D) herbs and mushrooms

A captain of a fishing schooner visited the island(A) one year later
(C) five years later

5.

(B) bank
(D) lighthouse

The only land food available for a shipwrecked person was(A) berries and roots
(C) nuts and mushrooms

4.

(B) Massachusetts
(D) Manitoba

(B) crew
(D) girl

After leaving Great Duck Island, the captain(A) often visited
(C) never returned

(B) wrote often
(D) became ill

Americans have always been interested in their Presidents' wives. Many
First Ladies have been remembered because of the ways they have influenced
their husbands . Other First Ladies have made the history books on their own.
At least two First Ladies, Bess Truman and Lady Bird Johnson, made it
their business to send signals during their husbands' speeches . When Lady Bird
Johnson thought her husband was talking too long, she wrote a note and sent it
up to the platform. It read, "It's time to stop!" And he did . Once Bess Truman
didn't like what her husband was saying on television, so she phoned him and
said, "If you can't talk more politely than that in public, you come right home!"
Abigail Fillmore and Eliza Johnson actually taught their husbands,
Millard Fillmore and Andrew Johnson, the thirteenth and seventeenth
Presidents. A schoolteacher, Abigail eventually married her pupil, Millard .
When Eliza Johnson married Andrew, he could not read or write, so she taught
him herself.
It was First Lady Helen Taft's idea to plant the famous cherry trees in
Washington, D.C. Each spring these blossoming trees attract thousands of visitors to the nation's capital . Mrs . Taft also influenced the male members of her
family and the White House staff in a strange way : she convinced them to
shave off their beards!
Shortly after President Wilson suffered a stroke, Edith Wilson unofficially
took over most of the duties of the Presidency until the end of her husband's
term. Earlier, during World War I, Mrs . Wilson had had sheep brought onto the
White House lawn to eat the grass . The sheep not only kept the lawn mowed
but provided wool for an auction sponsored by the First Lady. Almost $100,000
was raised for the Red Cross .
Dolley Madison saw to it that a magnificent painting of George
Washington was not destroyed during the War of 1812. As the British marched
toward Washington, D.C., she remained behind to rescue the painting, even
after the guards had left. The painting is the only object from the original White
House that was not burned .
One of the most famous First Ladies was Eleanor Roosevelt, the wife of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt . She was active in political and social causes
throughout her husband's tenure in office. After his death, she became famous
for her humanitarian work in the United Nations . She made life better for
thousands of needy people around the world.

1.

Many First Ladies have influenced(A) Presidents
(C) prime ministers

(B) senators
(D) kings

2.

Lady Bird Johnson signaled her husband to stop talking with a-

3.

On one occasion, Bess Truman did not think her husband was talking-

(A) flag
(C) handclap

(A) sensibly
(C) truthfully
4.

10 .

(B) the Vietnam War
(D) World War I

Edith Wilson raised almost $100,000 for(A) CARE
(C) the Salvation Army

9.

(B) azalea bushes
(D) grapevines

Sheep kept the White House lawn mowed during(A) the Civil War
(C) World War 11

8.

(B) shave
(D) cook

Helen Taft suggested the planting of(A) tulip bulbs
(C) cherry trees

7.

(B) doctor
(D) pupil

Eliza Johnson taught her husband to(A) speak
(C) read

6.

(B) politely
(D) patriotically

Before marrying his wife, Abigail, Millard Fillmore had been her(A) teacher
(C) lawyer

5.

(B) whistle
(D) note

(B) the Red Cross
(D) 4-H Clubs

Dolley Madison saved a famous painting of(A) Christopher Columbus
(C) George Washington

(B) Abraham Lincoln
(D) James Madison

Eleanor Roosevelt became a famous(A) teacher
(C) dramatist

(B) musician
(D) humanitarian

Of the many kinds of vegetables grown all over the world, which remains
the favorite of young and old alike? Why, the potato, of course.
Perhaps you know them as "taters," "spuds," or "Kennebecs," or as
"chips," "Idahoes," or even "shoestrings ." No matter, a potato by any other
name is still a potato-the world's most widely grown vegetable . As a matter of
fact, if you are an average potato eater, you will put away at least a hundred
pounds of them each year.
That's only a tiny portion of the amount grown every year, however.
Worldwide, the annual potato harvest is six billion bags-each bag containing a
hundred pounds of spuds, some of them as large as four pounds each. Here in
the United States, farmers fill 348 million bags a year. That may seem like a lot
of "taters," but it leaves us a distant third among world potato growers . Polish
farmers dig up just over a billion bags a year, while the Russians lead the world
with nearly two billion bags.
The first potatoes were grown by the Incas of South America, more than
four hundred years ago. Their descendants in Ecuador and Chile continue to
grow the vegetable as high as fourteen thousand feet up in the Andes
Mountains . (That's higher than any other food will grow.) Early Spanish and
English explorers shipped potatoes to Europe, and they found their way to
North America in the early 1600s .
People eat potatoes in many ways-baked, mashed, and roasted, to name
just three. However, in the United States most potatoes are devoured in the
form of French fries . One fast-food chain alone sells more than $1 billion worth
of fries each year. No wonder, then, that the company pays particular attention
to the way its fries are prepared .
Before any fry makes it to the people who eat at these popular restaurants,
it must pass sixty separate tests . Fail any one and the spud is rejected. To start
with, only russet Burbank potatoes are used. These Idaho potatoes have less
water content than other kinds, which can have as much as eighty percent
water . Once cut into "shoestring" shapes, the potatoes are partly fried in a
secret blend of oils, sprayed with liquid sugar to brown them, steam dried at
high heat, then flash frozen for shipment to individual restaurants .
Before shipping, though, every shoestring is measured. Forty percent of a
batch must be between two and three inches long. Another forty percent has to
be over three inches . What about the twenty percent that are left in the batch?
Well, a few short fries in a bag are okay, it seems.
So, now that you realize the enormous size and value of the potato crop,
you can understand why most people agree that this part of the food industry is
no "small potatoes ."

1.

Potatoes are a kind of(A) fruit
(C) flower

2.

Each year, people who eat potatoes eat, on average,(A) 10 pounds of potatoes
(C) 10 bags of potatoes

3.

One bag of potatoes weighs(A) 100 pounds
(C) 10 pounds

5.

(B) early 1600s
(D) early 1900s

(B) mashed
(D) French fried

Russet Burbank potatoes are a kind of(A) Irish potato
(C) Incan potato

10 .

(B) Spain
(D) Russia

The favorite way to eat potatoes in the United States is(A) roasted
(C) baked

9.

(B) last
(D) third

Potatoes were introduced to North America in the(A) mid-1700s
(C) late 1800s

8.

(B) 50 pounds
(D) 1,000 pounds

The first potatoes were grown in(A) England
(C) South America

7.

(B) Poland
(D) the United States

Among the world's potato growers, U.S . farmers rank(A) first
(C) second

6.

(B) 100 bags of potatoes
(D) 100 pounds of potatoes

The country that grows the most potatoes is(A) Ecuador
(C) Russia

4.

(B) vegetable
(D) pasta

(B) Andes Mountain potato
(D) Idaho potato

The russet Burbank potato is a favorite in making French fries because it(A) can be grown anywhere
(C) contains very little water

(B) is cheap to buy
(D) all of these

Paul Campo wasn't even two years old that fall day a few years ago.
Bright and alert, he could easily wander around the backyard of his home in
Hewlett, New York. He could watch the squirrels as they hopped from tree to
tree. He could chase the leaves as they floated down toward the family swimming pool. But there was one thing little Paul Campo couldn't do: he couldn't
swim.
"Where is that rascal?" thought his mother . Mrs . Campo began to search
the house . "Paul," she called, "where are you?" There was no answer. Again
she called . Finally the anguished mother checked the one place she dreaded
most. There, lying on the bottom of the eight-foot-deep family swimming pool,
was the figure of little Paul Campo.
Mrs . Campo fought to control the fear that welled up within her. "Help!"
she screamed . "My boy is drowning!"
Working at the house next door, Andrew Masone heard the desperate
mother's screams . Without hesitation he dropped his tools, vaulted a fence, and
plunged into the pool. At the same time, John Musynske arrived. Together the
two men pulled the unconscious child out of the pool.
At that moment a woman arrived at the Campo backyard. "Stand back,"
she ordered . "Give the child air!" Then the woman knelt beside the lifeless boy
and began to give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. For three minutes the woman
pumped life-giving air into the boy's lungs. Slowly Paul began to show signs of
life. First he opened his eyes; then he began to breathe . Finally he coughed up
some of the water he had swallowed. Soon a police car arrived to rush the lucky
boy to the hospital .
Later, the rescuers thought about Paul's near-fatal accident. "If it hadn't
been for the woman," said one, "Paul would be dead."
"Who was she?" asked another . But nobody knew the name of the quickthinking woman who had pumped air into Paul's . lungs . She would not give her
name; she said only that she was a nurse . Then she had quietly slipped away.

1.

Paul Campo was less than(A) one year old
(C) two years old

2.

One thing Paul couldn't do was(A) eat
(C) talk

3.

(B) walk
(D) swim

Mrs. Campo finally found Paul in the(A) bathtub
(C) well

4.

(B) two months old
(D) two weeks old

(B) pool
(D) ocean

Paul's mother screamed for help and said her boy was
(A) bleeding
(C) on fire

(B) trapped
(D) drowning

5.

The name of the man working next door was-

6.

Finally the child was pulled out of the water by-

(A) Andrew Miller
(C) John Campo

(A) two men
(C) two women
7.

The first thing Paul did was(A) close his mouth
(C) cough

9.

(B) heart
(D) liver

(B) open his eyes
(D) cry

Paul was rushed to the hospital in(A) an ambulance
(C) a fire truck

10 .

(B) Mrs. Campo
(D) two girls

Mouth-to-mouth breathing pumped air into the boy's
(A) ears
(C) lungs

8.

(B) John Masone
(D) Andrew Masone

(B) a taxi
(D) a police car

The woman who had saved Paul's life(A) screamed
(C) left

(B) laughed
(D) prayed

She was a big woman, nearly six feet tall. At twenty-one she had married
a doctor and watched him drink himself to death within two years . She was
thirty-three when she married again, to a traveling preacher named David
Nation . They settled in Kansas. Her name was Carry Nation, and during the last
eleven years of her life she made history.
Kansas around 1900 was a "dry" state-liquor was against the law. But
the law was not enforced, and saloons prospered. Carry was disgusted at this
hypocrisy, especially when the authorities ignored her protests.
She decided to take matters into her own hands. After a period of prayer,
she hitched up her buggy and set out for the town of Kiowa, some twenty miles
from her home, with a collection of bricks and stones .
She walked into a saloon. "Men," she cried, "I have come to save you
from a drunkard's fate!" With that, she began heaving her stones and bricks .
Within minutes every bottle in the place had been smashed, as well as the mirror behind the bar and the two front windows .
Her first assault a success, Carry moved on to the bigger city of Wichita,
where she marched to the fanciest bar in all Kansas . When she entered, the bartender said, "I'm sorry, Madam, but we do not serve ladies ."

flew.

"Close this murder mill!" Carry Nation commanded . Again the rocks

Carry was arrested, but the charges were dropped, and she became nationally famous . The next year Carry staged more than twenty raids. She was often
arrested but paid her fines by selling souvenir hatchets to admirers. (By this
time she had switched from stones and bricks to hatchets, which she had found
more efficient.) It was a foolhardy bartender who tried to stand up to Carry!
Probably her finest hour came when she broke up a famous saloon in
Washington, D.C., with her three favorite hatchets, which she had named Faith,
Hope, and Charity .
Carry Nation died at sixty-five in 1911, fighting to the end; she collapsed
while giving a lecture against saloons and liquor.

1.

Carry was married at the age of twenty-one to a(A) lawyer
(C) judge

2.

After the death of her husband, she married(A) David Notion
(C) David Nation

3.

(B) Carol
(D) Cherish

Carry died at the age of(A) fifty-three
(C) thirty-six

10 .

(B) hatchets
(D) liquor

Carry named her favorite weapons Faith, Hope, and
(A) Charlie
(C) Charity

9.

(B) cup
(D) table

Occasionally Carry was arrested but paid her fine by selling(A) helmets
(C) guns

8.

(B) sheriff
(D) salon

She managed to break every(A) chair
(C) bottle

7.

(B) religious states
(D) dry states

Carry went to Kiowa and threw stones at the(A) saloon
(C) bank

6.

(B) Kansas
(D) Wyoming

States where liquor is declared unlawful are known as-

(A) wet states
(C) liquor states
5.

(B) Robert Norton
(D) Dennis Nation

She and her husband settled in(A) Kentucky
(C) Arkansas

4.

(B) dentist
(D) doctor

(B) sixty-nine
(D) sixty-five

She suddenly collapsed while(A) lecturing
(C) smashing a saloon

(B) walking
(D) reading

